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TERM 2 14 APR-26 JUNE
TERM 4 5 OCT-18 DEC

jenny reid, assistant principal

jo-anne doran, assistant principal

R

emote Learning—Phase 2
The commencement of
Term 3 isn’t what we hoped
it would be, however, from Monday 20 July, our school, like all others in metropolitan Melbourne, will
return to remote and flexible learning.

Classroom programs will again be released daily
and can be accessed at later dates. Specialist programs will be released from Monday of each week.
This allows families to access the student learning
and enables flexibility for the completion of work
by accommodating the time constraints of families
e.g. Student work may be undertaken in the late afternoon or on weekends when parents working from
This means all children who can learn from home must home are more readily available to assist.
learn from home, although, like last time, the following
students are able to attend school for on-site supervision, We will continue to provide a comprehensive learnto undertake their remote learning program:
ing and teaching program but are mindful that a





children of parents/carers who cannot make suitable arrangements to supervise children at home,
including children of teachers in government
schools who are required to return to work on-site
vulnerable students
students with disabilities who choose to attend on
site.

number of families, last time, found the content and
expectations which were set overwhelming. This
time, the content has been reduced to the following
allocations:

Prep to grade 2:

Literacy activities
60 minutes daily

Numeracy activities
45 minutes daily
Additional learning areas, play-based learning and
We will be following similar arrangements to those 
physical activity
45 minutes daily

we put in place for remote and flexible learning in
Term 2. Showbie will continue to be the program
used to deliver the learning content for Year Prep - 5
and Year 6 will continue using Google Classroom.
Zoom will continue to be the pr ogr am used for
class video meetings, explicit instruction and student conferencing.

This equates to a total of 150 minutes - 2.5 hours daily.
Grades 3-6

Literacy activities

Numeracy activities

Physical activities

Additional curriculum areas

60 minutes daily
45 minutes daily
30 minutes daily
90 minutes daily

Although these Zoom meetings are scheduled and
preferable for student participation, we are aware This equates to a total of 225 minutes - 3.75 hours daily.
that some families may be unable to join in all of This leaves teachers time to undertake additional planthem. If unable, parents are asked to contact the ning and to provide feedback to students and parents.
classroom teacher via Showbie accordingly.
Wednesday and Friday afternoons are again scheduled for classroom teachers to work in their professional learning teams to plan the program of instruction for the forthcoming week. These afternoons
could, once more, be an opportunity for students to
participate in the Specialist Programs

The phrase, “We’re all in this together”, is often referenced and it is truly reflective of the partnership we embrace with our parents, students and teachers! We value
the partnership and thank parents sincerely for the support they gave during the remote learning program in
term 2 and the continued support that we are confident
will be forthcoming for remote learning in term 3.

Y

ear 6 Inquiry Project Mini Expo
Despite 8 weeks of remote learning and with only
3 weeks of a return to face-to-face teaching in
term 2, the year 6s held a Mini Expo in the final week of
term 2 in conclusion and celebration of their semester’s
inquiry studies where their projects were proudly presented to each other, all the Year 6 teachers and principal
team. Unfortunately, due to restrictions, an evening with
parent attendance could not be undertaken.

N

ote from Accounts—QKR
Did you know that you can
keep track of your payments on QKR? You will receive a
receipt for all payments made via
QKR, so if you are unsure if you
have made a payment previously,
please check your receipts. You can specify to have
your receipts emailed to your nominated email address
via the “Setting” tab. Please refer to pages 16-17 in the
Students had investigated famous indigenous Australians newsletter for instructions.
and significant events on Aboriginal and Torres Strait Isacilities Update
landers with topics including - The Stolen Generation,
With the framing on the first stage of our adminaboriginal rights and Sorry Day. They had also investigatistration upgrade completed in the last week of
ed aspects of Australian democracy, including elections,
the role of a member of parliament and the role of govern- term 2, the school vacation period saw additional works
ment as well as the role of immigration and the effect it completed; pleasantly surprising us all upon our return
had on Australian culture, population, economics and the to school this term!
law. Notable or famous Australians who had been born in
Australia or had migrated to Australia were also re- Brickwork and roof construction was completed on our
searched, including those in medicine, science, music, art, first stage and demolition and groundwork undertaken
in preparation for our second stage; the extension of the
law, sport and politics.
current staff room!
Projects depicting these events or people from the 20th
century were presented in a variety of forms and were exemplary in both content and presentation!!

F

Term 2
Week ending 26th June, 2020
0BC

Minakshi

for working very hard on every task with a smile of your face
and never giving up.
for developing more confidence in his ability to complete our
learning tasks.
for developing her confidence and ‘having a go!’

0JF

Tate

0JH

Win

0LP

Nate

0SM

Rui

for being a classroom SUPERSTAR. You are ALWAYS organised
and focussed. You are AWESOME!
for working hard to do her best. You are a Super Star!

0TL

Niven

for a great start at Brentwood Park!

1AB

1AB

1HG

Kokila

for working hard to include time openers and verbs in your
procedures. Well done!
for always striving to achieve excellence and using lovely manners.

1KC

Abhineet

1NC

Eva

1NG

Archie

1TN

1TN

2AD

Bowen

2AK

Grace

2CM

Victor

2CP

Advay

for always trying your best and taking pride in the presentation of
your work.
for the fantastic effort you’ve been doing with your reading and
writing.
for joining our discussion time and always having lots to say.

2CV

Mischa

for being so resilient, passionate and happy at school.

2RG

Zanita

2SD

Sophie

for being a beautiful student who strives to do her best at all
times. Well done!
for her fantastic focus on ‘contractions’ in spelling this week.

3CH

Natalia

3DK

3DK

3MF

Ebony

3MS

Logan

3SA

Arjun

4EC

Kayla

for completing your maths project. ‘A Day at Leisure Land’ with
exceptional enthusiasm. Well done!
for being a polite and respectful member of our class. Keep up the
great work!
for showing persistence in all areas of your work. Well done!

4LM

4LM

for being positive and friendly and working hard at school.

4MC

Min

for achieving outstanding results during maths testing this week.
Well done!

for being so eager to help his classmates and his diligence in
keeping our classroom tidy! Thanks, Abhineet!
for writing very detailed procedures this week.
in your procedure on ‘How to get Ready for School,’ you used the
correct structure and included time connectives. Well done!
for working so hard as a team during shared writing time.
Fantastic work.
for writing a descriptive acrostic poem titled, ‘Winter.’

for completing your ‘A Day at Leisure Land’ maths project with
enthusiasm and accuracy.
for being so resilient and getting through a challenging term! We
did it!!
for her excellent persuasive writing. Well done!

Term 2
Week ending 26th June, 2020
4SM

Amy

for being an exemplary role model to her peers. Thank you, Amy!

4VA

Eva

enthusiastic and fabulous focus to complete all tasks. Well done!

5BM

Lucas

5EB

Crystal

5JG

5JG

for working well in all areas this week. Great maths, Lucas, and what
an interesting story!
for including lots of detail in your reading journal on the text, ‘My
Two Blankets.’ Keep up the great work!
for having a fantastic, positive attitude all term!

5LM

Leyla

because you are a resilient learner with a growth mindset.

5MC

Farhan

6JA

6JA

6JL

Ashton

6MB

Agam

6MK

Niren

for being an easy going class member who enjoys making others
laugh!
for showing resilience through the challenges of term 2- Great
work — Be proud!
for a positive attitude, and the fantastic improvements made to the
quality of his work!
for the determination he showed to complete his Expo project on
time.
for working really well this week and putting in a lot of effort.

6MS

Aisswarya

for outstanding effort in all areas, especially in maths.

SPECIALIST CLASSES

LOTE Chunyan
FJH

for your lovely colouring of Chinese Dragon Boat Festival worksheets.

LOTE Daisy
5JG

for your great discussion about the Dragon Boat Festival story.

P.Arts Kenneth
6JL
P.Arts Felicity
2AD
P.E Jim
6MK

P.E Mel
6MB
V.Arts Jessica
6JA
V.Arts Bree
4VA
D.Tech Lisa
4VA

for a positive and enthusiastic whole class effort while playing our
music quiz. Well done!
for using your practice time well, creating your dances using all the
dance elements, and enjoying it!
for the whole class doing soccer skills without using their hands.
for finishing term 2 with a great attitude when working as a team in
our game of ‘Medic.’
congratulations for successfully blending your watercolours at their
meeting point.
for brilliant shading and abstraction to your fruit drawings.
you have settled down to work and are more focused on your tasks in
DT. You learnt how to manage your office 365 account.
Congratulations!

R
19.

educing the Risk COVID-19
The maintaining of social distancing and personal hygiene habits which includes washing hands thoroughly
and practising good sneeze/cough etiquette are all measures we can all take to combat the spread of COVID-

